


TEXT
General News Wire In English (ASI)

News you can trust: Accurate, fair reporting from the 
world’s first news agency (founded 1835)

Headquarters in Hong Kong 
Oversees 27 Asia-Pacific
bureaus:

Custom-made Asia wire known as ASI service:

Strong focus on news affecting Asia, from Asia and 
about Asia

Over 200 reporters in the region

Auckland, Bangalore, Bangkok 
Beijing, Colombo, Dhaka, Hanoi,  
Islamabad, Jakarta, Kabul, Karachi, 
Kashmir, Kathmandu,Kuala Lumpur, 
Manila, Mumbai, New Delhi, 
Noumea, Phnom Penh, Seoul, 
Shanghai, Singapore, Sydney, 
Taipei,Tokyo, and Yangon



TEXT
Asia-Pacific made easy

Flash, Bulletin and Urgent 
news reported almost 
instantly

Choose between a full wire
or profiled feed (keywords) 

Delivered over the web, 
into your email or via
satellite

- Keep track of events and plan your coverage with
regular advisories, agendas, calendars and news
summaries

- Fast breaking international news, sports, financial 
news and entertainment news

- In-depth analytical features and lifestyle pieces 
on the latest trends around the globe

- 800  To 1,000 stories a day



AFP GLOBAL WIRE

Global coverage by 2,000 reporters 
worldwide in 200 countries and territories

Six  languages

More than a million words a day

A world of difference

Regional headquarters:

Paris (Global HQ)
Montevideo
Washington
Nicosia
Hong Kong



THEY TRUST US

“AFP has been very instrumental in Al-Jazeera’s coverage of news. AFP news and coverage worldwide 
is much appreciated by our Newsroom, both news and sports, also AFP photo service is well liked by the 
Graphics department”
Atef Dalgamouni -- Program relations manager at AL-JAZEERA, Qatar

AL-JAZEERA SATELLITE CHANNEL 

SKY NEWS
“At Sky News we are happy to rely on the AFP newswire to ensure that sky News is 

the best breaking news service in the UK and worldwide. The wire is a crucial 
information source for us”

feedback from our clients

“Check AFP, if they give the information, you can be sure their source is reliable”

“For us, in the broadcast area, AFP is an essential reference for international politics... 

Without AFP, we wouldn’t be able to report on most of what’s happening in the world”
Indira Garcia -- Chief of the International Section at ANTENA 3, Spain

ANTENA 3

ABS-CBN
“...AFP is the fastest to break news that matters. I realize how much we value the 

service and actually  USE the stories you put together in your news service”
Charie Villa -- ABS-CBN, Philippines



Contact

asia.sales@afp.com

TEXT

Asia-Pacific News desk
T: +852-2829 6256

Asia-Pacific Marketing:
T: +852-2829 6283
T: +852-2829 6231


